
Daffodil TIPS — Forcing Bulbs, Planting, Growing, Staking, Showing  !! !!
                                     Preparing Pots for Planting 
!!
Before Planting !
New Clay Pots should be soaked in plain water for 24 hours before use.   
(New clay pots can "steal" water from roots as the clay molecules rehydrate from firing) !!
Used Clay Pots should be scrubbed, disinfected, and dried before re-use. 
Scrub mineral deposits, (white build up) old soil, and algae crusts from pots with a stiff-bristled 
brush, metal scouring pad, or fine grit sandpaper.  (To get rid of the white build up on the 
outside of the pot,  I’ve had the best luck with sandpaper and a calcium and lime build up 
remover like Lime Away) 
Soak clean pots in chlorine bleach diluted to 10% of commercial strength for an hour. Drain, 
rinse in clean water, and air dry until no trace of chlorine smell remains.  Or run through the 
dishwasher after soil has been cleaned away. ! !!

FORCING BULBS FOR SPRING BLOOM 
How to Force Bulbs Grown in Pots and Prepare Them for Shows !

The phrase “forcing” means manipulating conditions to bring plants to their flowering period 
ahead of their natural schedule. For bulbs, this is done in three stages: !

1. A COLD period in which bulbs are planted in pots, kept cold and moist. This is the     
“fall” rooting period and the “winter” phase. 

2. A COOL period when bulbs are brought in from the cold and given some moderate     
warmth and light. This is the beginning of “spring”. 

3. A FINAL GROWTH period of full light (not direct sunlight) and some warmth.     !
POTS 
The pots in which the bulbs are to be forced or planted may be bulb pans, which are shallower 
than standard pots, or in regular terracotta pots. Some people like to use azalea pots which are a 
bit higher than bulb pans. !
Note: if you are forcing bulbs for a show, read the Show Schedule to see if there is a required 
shape or size of plant pot. Everyone will be required to use the same size pot for judging. 



Measure the inside dimensions of the pot for the correct size since pots vary in the thickness of 
their rims. !
If new terracotta pots are to be used, soak them in cold water for a couple of days or overnight. 
This will prevent the dry pot from drawing up water from the soil after the bulbs are planted and 
taking moisture away from the bulbs. !
Old pots are sometimes better quality but should be spotlessly clean to prevent contamination 
of the bulbs and also to look nice for the show.  Scrub the pots with a metal pad, stiff brush, or 
sand paper, to clean off moss, mildew and lime deposits (Lime-A-Way is available commercially). 
Disinfect clean pots in chlorine bleach diluted to 10% of commercial strength for an hour.  . 
Drain, rinse in clean water, and air dry until no trace of chlorine smell remains. You may even 
run clay pots through the dishwasher (top rack) after you remove the loose dirt. !
When the pot is clean, write your name, telephone number and garden club on the bottom of 
the pot in pencil or indelible ink. !
PLANTING THE BULBS 
Cover the hole at the bottom of the pot with a small piece of paper towel, newspaper, panty 
hose or convex piece of old crock from a broken clay pot. !
Select a sterilized, light potting mix such as Pro-Mix or mix your own with 2 parts good potting 
soil, 1 part horticultural sand, and 1 part peat moss or vermiculite. Some growers like to add a 
little superphosphate fertilizer to the mix (especially for tulips), but it is not really necessary 
since the bulb has all the nutrients it needs for the current year of growth. The fertilizer will help 
it to build up strength after blooming for next years growth but this can be added to the soil 
after you replant the bulbs in the garden. Bone meal or Bulb Booster are other forms of fertilizer. !
Be sure to wet the potting mixture well before starting to pot up the bulbs.   
Prepare labels for identifying each pot with name of cultivar. 
When you are ready to plant, check the quality of the bulbs and reject any that are at all soft, 
mushy or moldy. Be sure the variety you have chosen is a forceable variety (check with your local 
nursery) and if for show, the correct bulb for the class. It is best to use “topsize” bulbs for 
forcing, not the smaller sizes used for naturalizing, because they will give you the most blooms. 
Use gloves when handling hyacinths which can cause a rash for some people. !
Fill half of the of the pot with potting soil and do a trial run to see how many bulbs will fit into 
your pot.  As a general rule--for 8” bulb pans figure 8-9 hyacinths, 12-14 tulips, and 10-12 
daffodils depending on the variety and whether you are double-layering or not. !
If you are planting daffodils, they may be double layered with one row on the bottom (fill the 
pot ⅓ to start), a layer of soil, and then another row tucked into the spaces on top 
For hyacinths and tulips, fill the pot about ⅔ full then set the bulbs on the soil. Put as many as 
you can in without jamming them in or squeezing the bulbs. Cover the bulbs so that the tip of 
the bulb is just showing and be sure there is 1” of space below the rim of the pot. This will allow 
room to water the pot without the water running off. 



!
Note for tulips: the flat side of the bulb should be planted facing outward. The first tulip leaves 
grow from the flat side and it looks more graceful to have them on the outside of the pot. !
Tap the pot gently a few times on the table to settle the soil. Do not pack the soil down too hard, 
but make sure it has been pushed all around the bulbs and there are no air pockets left. Fill in 
with more soil if necessary and pop in the correct label. !
*It is important to water thoroughly right away to stimulate the rooting process.  Put bulb pan 
on a saucer or in a pan---let water run through so excess water can be reabsorbed from the 
bottom.  After the initial watering the pots may be placed on a saucer and watered from the 
bottom. Remember, after the initial watering, never to leave the pots sitting in water in the 
saucer for too long or the roots might rot. !
ROOT GROWING PHASE    FALL 
Simulate the fall by giving the bulbs a few weeks of warm growing time outdoors with plenty of 
water before starting the cold period. (Invert the same size pot on top to keep animals from 
digging up the bulbs)  !
After a few weeks, before a hard frost, set up a storage area for the bulbs.  
For blooming the first week of March bulbs should be put into cold storage by mid November.  !
COLD STORAGE PHASE    WINTER 
Bulbs must be kept at approximately 34º- 45ºF for 12-16 weeks and must be kept moist during 
that time. *Check your pots periodically so that they never dry out.  
The pots may be stored in a cold frame, unheated basement, garage or attic, window well, garden 
shed, or in an 18” deep trench dug outside. Keep an inverted pot over the bulb pan to protect 
the tips when they grow and keep creatures out.  Watch out for mice, chipmunks and other 
nibblers-they are very partial to tulips and crocuses! !
If you are storing the pots in cardboard boxes, try stuffing bags with leaves or Styrofoam peanuts, 
or shred newspaper around the pot for insulation. To help maintain moisture, the entire pot 
may be placed in a large garbage bag loosely fastened at the top before it is placed in a carton. !
No matter where the pots are kept, it is alright for the bulbs to freeze, as they may do naturally, 
but they must not freeze and thaw and then freeze again as this will cause the bulbs to rot. The 
insulation referred to above will help to avoid this.  
Bulbs may also be stored in an old refrigerator. (Note: do not use a frost-free fridge, and do not 
store food and fruit with the bulbs-the ethylene vapors given off by apples and pears will kill the 
bulbs!)  !
Check your pots periodically. During this cold period the bulbs will grow roots, and if they 
heave up slightly in the pots, press them down again gently so as not to break any roots. The 
bulbs will also grow shooting tips but will not flower in the cold. !!



COOL PERIOD   SPRING 
Green Fingers Garden Club members normally hold a bulb potting workshop at the end of 
October when all different types of spring bulbs are potted up, usually with the goal of 
exhibiting them at our Preview of Spring flower show in early March. However, daffodils, tulips, 
hyacinths, muscari, iris, etc. all come into bloom at different times after having been brought in 
from cold storage. !
The approximate times for flowering after 12-16 weeks cold storage are: 
 Tulips    5-6 weeks 
 Daffodils   4-5 weeks 
 Hyacinths   3-4 weeks 
 Crocus and muscari  2-3 weeks !
Bulbs march to their own drummer!  The warmer your house, the faster the bulbs will flower, 
and heat without adequate light will make the plants leggy. !
Ideally, the pots should be placed in indirect light at 50ºF for a week and then gradually increase 
the warmth and light. You are slowly introducing spring like conditions. It is always easier to 
slow down blooming by withholding warmth and light than it is to speed up blooming.  
Fluorescent grow lights are helpful in extending the daylight hours.  Keep the lights 4- 6” above 
the foliage. !
Water the pots as needed to keep moist but not waterlogged. Rotate the pots ¼ turn every few 
days to give them even light for balanced growth. !
At this stage it is a good idea to place stakes around the edges of pots and wrap around them 
with rag strips (even panty hose strips) to keep the flowers and leaves from falling over the edge 
of the pot. !
FINAL GROWTH PERIOD 
During the last week or so before the Show the plants should be showing vigorous growth. 
Move them into partial sun (but not absolute direct sunlight) until the flower buds begin to 
show color. At this point, move them out of the sun and back into indirect sunlight. The ideal 
daytime temperature should be approximately 65ºF. !
After the flowers open, they will last longer if kept out of sunlight and placed in a cool spot 
overnight. Daffodils especially will be kept perfectly at 55ºF with good light. !
Growth may be speeded up by placing the pots under fluorescent lights 4” above the tips for 
12-15 hours a day (use a timer) and by giving them gentle bottom heat. !
To push a pot at the last minute, place in a pan filled with hot water and place on a hot tray (on 
low setting) directly under fluorescent lights. This can be done for up to 2 days but do not let 
the pan run out of water or you will burn your bulbs. !!



!
GROOMING AND STAKING 
Scrub the pots and wipe a small amount of oil or margarine over the surface using a paper towel. 
Do not make the pot too shiny. !
Snip off below the surface of the soil any small shoots and unnecessary leaves. Take off any 
brown leaves. Top dress the soil with black topsoil, very small bark chips, sphagnum moss 
(soaked and cut to fit pot), or buckwheat hulls.  !
Staking is done to hold the blooms up for a tidy presentation. Individual daffodil and hyacinth 
blooms may be staked using thin green wires (special bulb staking wires from nurseries) driven 
through the bulb itself. The stem is tied inconspicuously to the wire with green cotton covered 
wire. Make sure to turn daffodil blooms to the outside by gently massaging the stem. If the 
blooms are standing well by themselves, put green stakes around the edge of the pot and tie 
around with thin green string, or make a grid pattern with the string through the stems. At a 
show, points are not given for staking, however, if the pot looks untidy with poor staking, the 
judges will take points off. !
After the bulbs have finished blooming, place the pots in a cool place and continue watering 
until you can move them outside. It is a good idea to feed the pots with a general plant fertilizer 
once or twice during this period to start building up the bulb for blooming in subsequent years. 
Forcing takes a lot of strength out of bulbs, especially tulips, which should probably be 
discarded (deer love them anyway!) !
When the foliage has turned yellow, the bulbs may be planted in the garden where they will 
flower again in 1-3 years. Hyacinths will not be as full in later years but will make pretty cut 
flowers. Daffodils will multiply and reward you for years (they are poisonous to deer!) !

************************************************************************ 
Forcing bulbs is a wonderful way to bring color and fragrance into your home during the dreary 

late winter months and early spring before the season begins outside. The pots make pretty 
additions to flower shows too. Try a few pots this year for some spring cheer!!!! 

************************************************************************ !!
GREEN FINGERS GARDEN CLUB 
HORTICULTURE COMMITTEE OCTOBER 1995 
rev. 10/18/98, 2/1/07 !!!! !!!!



!
GROOMING AND STAKING BULBS FOR EXHIBITION !

The purpose of staking bulbs grown in pots is to keep the blooming stems and foliage neat and upright 
in a natural way. Judges like beautifully presented pots with unobtrusive staking. They look for blooms 
of uniform height at their peak of maturity and are distracted by an untidy presentation. !
Bulb blooms can be very top-heavy, especially hyacinths. When they are on display at a flower show, 
they will continue to grow taller and may flop down, looking very untidy. Discreet staking will keep 
them looking their best for the public to enjoy, and will please judges as well. At a flower show, points 
are not given for staking, however, if the pot looks untidy with poor staking, the judges will take points 
off !
Try to stake a few days before the show to avoid doing it in a hurry. You can always hold blooms back in 
a very cool garage (40º - 50ºF) once they are staked and groomed. !
PREPARING POTS FOR STAKING 
Refer to the section on “Grooming and Staking” in our club’s handout “Forcing Bulbs for Spring Bloom”, 
Here are a few more suggestions to expand on those directions. !
1. Clean the bulb pots before the shoots get too high or you will risk damaging foliage and/or blooms. 
Write your name and telephone number on the underside of the pot. You will probably see white marks 
on your pots (salt deposits) and can use Brillo pads, a scrub brush, or Lime Away and sponge to get rid 
of them. Some growers rub their pots with a small amount of vegetable oil (not olive oil – it will smell) 
using a paper towel. Do not use too much or the pot will look too shiny and artificial. !
2. To hold your stems together while you work, wrap some rag ties or old pantyhose around them. They 
are soft and expandable enough not to damage the stems. Try to avoid handling tulip foliage-it will show 
marks. !
3. Get a supply of green 14 and 16 gauge metal bulb stakes, green cloth - covered wire and thin green 
string. See the attached list of supplies for more ideas. A lazy susan turntable makes it easier to rotate the 
pot while you are working with it. !
4. Snip off below the surface of the soil any small shoots and unnecessary leaves. Take off any brown 
leaves or trim brown edges carefully with manicure scissors. !
5. Measure how long to cut each stake by standing it next to the stem. Remember to cut it long enough 
to allow further growth. Use strong wire cutters to snip. Do not cut too short - you can always trim later. !
6. Cut some small pieces of green cotton-covered wire to wrap around the stem in a figure 8 method. 
Bend in a u-shape to start with. !!!!



DIFFERENT METHODS OF STAKING !
Remember that you are striving for a graceful, natural look and the mechanics of your support system 
should not be too apparent. !
I. Individual Blooms: each blooming stem is staked separately, and in some cases (as with tulips), the 
foliage might be staked as well. The stem is tied inconspicuously to the stake with cotton-covered wire at 
several levels to support the heavy bloom. !
2. Wrap-around Method: 3-5 stakes are placed around the inside edge of the pot and thin green string is 
wrapped around the circumference to provide support for the blooms and foliage. !
3. Criss-Cross Method: a grid of string is set up in between the stems and tied to several stakes around 
the edge of the pot. Some growers use the Star Method (see ill.). It is easier to do this at an early stage of 
forcing to support the stems as they grow taller. !
Illustration: 
     !!!
TIPS FOR SPECIFIC BULBS: !
HYACINTHS !!
1. To make the blooms grow upwards, put the pot in a brown paper grocery bag closed with a clip and 
place it in a sunny window. You can also make a cone out of black construction paper draped around 
individual shorter blooms to make them stretch upward. !
2. Use the strongest metal stakes because the blooms are top heavy. !
3. The green stake is driven through the bulb which does not harm it. Tie a knot around the green wire 
stake in front right under the bloom. A figure 8 pattern takes the stress off the stem. Trim the knot ends 
short to make it as neat as you can and then turn, the knot to the back. You may need to repeat this 
lower down the stem for extra support. !
4. If there is a bulb which is not uniform with the others, you may substitute another bulb from a second 
pot. Gently pry it out of the pot with a chopstick, or you may even dig all the bulbs out and regroup 
them so that they are matched for height and maturity. !!!!!!



TULIPS 
1. Tulip foliage is susceptible to bruising so be careful not to scrape off the “bloom” (whitish film on the 
stem) or leave your fingerprints. !
2. Thinner stakes may be used for supporting individual blooms, including the foliage. Or the overall 
string method may be used. !
DAFFODILS 
1. Blooms should be facing outwards-rotate the pot when blooming. You can gently massage the stems 
to turn them to the outside. !
2. Blooms could be individually staked with thin metal stakes or held together as a group using the all 
around string methods as explained above. The Star or string grid methods explained above work well. A 
second level grid may be added higher up for additional support. !
FINAL GROOMING 
Top dress your pots with sheet moss soaked in water. If it needs greening up, spray with water mixed 
with green food coloring. Tuck pieces in between the bulbs to cover the entire surface. Pin the moss to 
the soil with hairpins and trim any scraggly ends with scissors. Some exhibitors use small bark chips as a 
top dressing. !
Water well the day before entering - from below if sitting on a saucer, or from above, being careful not to 
get water on the blooms. Then spritz just before entering the show for a fresh look. !
With a piece of chalk, mark the back rim of yow pot to indicate how you would like the pot viewed. The 
judges may ask to have it rotated for judging but the mark will indicate how you would like it displayed 
at the show. !
GOOD LUCK!! !!
Jennifer Brown 
Gaby Hall 
Debbie Sterling !
Attachment: list of suggested supplies !
Revised Green Fingers Horticulture Committee 
2/03, 3/05, 02/07 !!!!!!!



GROOMING POTS FOR SHOWS !
Supplies needed: 
 Staking: Metal stakes: thick for hyacinths & daffodils  
    thin for smaller bulbs if needed 
  Cloth covered green spool wire - 2” pieces 
  Wire cutters - strong 
  Small scissors 
  Newspaper to work on !
 Cleaning pots: Brillo pads or Lime Away and brush 
   Paper towels, or sponge 
   Vegetable oil, Pam or Pledge !
 Topping soil: Sphagnum sheet moss (soaked) 
  (one)  Garden moss 
   Small pine bark chips 
   Buckwheat hulls !
 Replacing bulb: Dull knife 
   Chopstick or fork !
 Writing: Pencil, Sharpie or permanent marker !
Steps:  

1. Choose best pot for class:     
 The tallest, all blooming, the most blooms, no blemishes on leaves or petals,  
 even height 

2. Scrub pot clean with Brillo pad.     
3. Replace short bulb with one from another pot if necessary slide knife inside pot to loosen roots.     

Poke chopstick gently around bulb, pull firmly, gently to untangle roots, put in new bulb - wind 
up roots underneath - don’t cut, stake to hold it up. 

4. Measure stakes by poking in beside bulb to just below bloom.     
5. Cut stakes on table before putting into bulb.     
6. Poke in through bulb on center side of stem.     
7. Twist cloth wire discreetly around stein and bend end down, trim.     
8. Examine plant: snip, pinch off misc., brown, spotted leaves, petals.     
9. Put on topping: if moss, tear into pieces as needed, tuck around stems and into edges, snip off     

excess at rim. 
10. Oil pot to keep lime away. Rub with paper towel to remove shine.  
11. Write your name & club in pencil on bottom of pot and saucer.  
12. Water last time and Spritz now and just before entering at show.  !!

Debbie Sterling 1999 
Revised GF Hort Committee 2007 



!
TIPS FOR KEEPING DAFFODILS FRESH FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD  

Daffodils may be kept fresh for an extended period of time. Anything up to two weeks or even 
longer. This method may also be used for other types of flowers.  

Any type of fridge may be used (it does not have to be the old fashioned type which needs to be 
defrosted, although this would be the best, if you still have one). However, whatever kind of fridge 
is used, there must be no fruit or vegetables stored in the fridge. All fruits and vegetables emit 
ethylene gas, which kills flowers. It is preferable that there be no food of any kind in the fridge, but 
bottled drinks, wine or beer may be stored at the same time.  

Pick your flowers early in the morning or in the evening when they are cooler and more moist. Place 
into a bucket of warm water. An inch or so of water will do. Cut or pluck the stems as long as 
possible, because more cutting of the stem will be necessary later on. Using a sharpie pen, or regular 
waterproof ball point pen, write the name of the variety there and then on the stem as you pick. 
This is MOST IMPORTANT, because you will not remember the variety name when you get 
inside with a bucket full of flowers.  

Clean and gently correct the pose, if necessary, of the flowers, re-cut the stems a little, and place 
into clean beer or soda bottles. Fill the bottles with cool water, daffodils drink through the length 
of their stems, and place into the fridge. Do not crush the flowers up together because this may 
alter the pose or bruise the petals.  

The air inside a fridge is very dry, so you will need to boost up the humidity. This may be done 
either by placing wet towels on the shelves and misting them regularly, or more easily by placing 
trays full of water in the fridge and putting the bottles of flowers into the standing water in the 
trays. Mist the bottles and the sides of the fridge daily, but do not mist the flowers themselves as 
this may encourage mold spots on the petals. If your tap water is very chlorinated try to use purer 
water. A large bottle of Poland Spring would do. Experiment first before buying bottled water. 
Humidity is the goal but not soaking wet flowers.  

Turn down the temperature regulator to as low as possible but above freezing. Flowers store best 
at about 38 to 40 degrees F.  

Re-cut the stems again a little bit before staging for a show. The taller the flower stands in the test 
tube or show container, the better. Carry the daffodils to the show in the beer bottles in their six-
pack, two or three bottles per six-pack to avoid crushing the petals. Wedging the daffodils with 
sprigs of boxwood in the beer bottles at this stage will mean that you have them already half staged 
for the show.  

There are many examples of daffodils stored using this method going on to win blue ribbons 
after spending three weeks in the fridge.  !!!



Tips on Identifying Daffodils and Grooming for Show 
  
  
Every daffodil has a registered name and a color code.  There are 13 Divisions of classification, 
depending on the size of the cup or other features. The booklet entitled Daffodils to Show and 
Grow is published and periodically updated by the American Daffodil Society and is an 
important reference (available at the Greenwich daffodil show). 
 
When exhibiting daffodils, you must have the correct name to be judged. There are many ways 
to find this out: 
 
1) Look for labels in the ground where daffodils were planted. They tend to move! 
2)  If none, look at diagrams or notes of areas in your garden where you planted daffodils. 
3) Refer to your shipping lists of daffodils ordered through catalogs or GF collections.  There 
should be pictures to help identify the color of the petals, cups, and size and form.  
4) Make a resolution to do all of the above NEXT fall when you order and plant daffodils and 
this spring start a binder with your own pictures and descriptions for future reference. Take a 
picture of your daffodil with a label next to it, and date.  
5) Ask our seasoned GF exhibitors; many daffodils will be recognized. At least the division can 
be identified to narrow it down!  
It is best to do some research at home and prepare lists of your entries to save time at the 
show. There are several steps to identify your daffodils and figure out which class to enter them 
in.  Take a look at the helpful web sites below.  
 
 
GENERAL GUIDELINES 
1) For a simple key to identifying colors and the 13  Divisions of daffodils. 
http://daffkey.co.uk/index.htm 
Color codes are described and the different shapes of petals (perianth) and cups (corona) 
 
2) American Daffodil Society home page with many helpful links to pictures and 
descriptions of the divisions. 
http://www.daffodilusa.org/  
 
MORE SPECIFIC HELP- researching a named daffodil  
www.daffseek.org    (or use the link on the ADS homepage). 
If you have some idea of what your daffodil is named, this site will provide details of 
color code and division and often there are thumbnail photos for verification. 
 
TIPS ON EXHIBITING DAFFODILS 
The Garden Club of America has published two articles about exhibiting daffodils and 
growing them outdoors.  (Sign onto the web page as "gcamember" with the password 
"compost"). 

http://daffkey.co.uk/index.htm%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.daffodilusa.org/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.daffseek.org/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


TRD  No. 3  SPRING 2005   (reprinted TRD No. 9) 
http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-
SpringSpecial/page045.htm 
http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-
SpringSpecial/page045.htm 
 And  from the Special Flower Show Issue TRD No. 7, SPRING 2007 
http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-
SpringSpecial/page028.htm 
Below is an excerpt from the section on daffodils (botanical name=Narcissus) 
Narcissus 

         Following the classification system of Narcissus, you should 
select a flower sitting or posed at a 90-degree angle for Divisions 1, 2, 3, 
4, 9 and 11.   
         The length of the stem should be in proportion to the flower; 
most trumpets are between 15 to 24 inches tall. 
         Look for a smooth, crisp, waxy appearance that indicates the 
flower is fresh; avoid a flower that appears crinkled or crepey. 
         The perianth (petals) should be symmetrical around the corona 
(cup) and uniform in size and flat. 
         The corona should be centered and round. 
         The color of the perianth and corona should be even and clear 
with no streaks. 
         The flower sheath (the brown, modified leaf which covers the 
bud) should not be removed.  
         There should be no tears or slits in any segments of the 
specimen (split corona types excepted).  

  
BRING TO THE SHOW for grooming 
Small floral scissors,  Q-tips and small paint brush for cleaning,  Permanent black pen, 
Your lists of daffodils,  Your catalogs . 
Place your blooms in beer or soda bottles with boxwood tips as wedges to secure them 
when traveling in the car.  Try to avoid letting the blooms touch each other. 

!

http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-SpringSpecial/page045.htm%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-SpringSpecial/page045.htm%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.gcamerica.org/membersonly/docs/hort-newsletter-archive2/09-2008-SpringSpecial/page028.htm%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank

